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MY LIFE AS A PET  
 

Hi my name is Hugo I am a pug. I was born up North and 

had 2 sisters and one brother. They were annoying 

because they always hit me and pinched all the food. But 

one morning an human walked in our house, I ran up to 

her, she looked very friendly! she chose me her name was 

Megan, we had a long car journey! I think I weed on her 

lap (ooppss) they took me to their house, when I came in I 

was overwhelmed with theses other humans, they were all 

so friendly, they let me explore the place but the best of 

all,  the food that they drop on the floor. 

 

They had a lovely garden, but I was not allowed out yet! I 

needed injections first. Megan's brother George always 

plays football in the garden, so I have to always avoid the 

footballs. although sometimes I do like to play with them 

too. They had a cat could Cola, she used to always run 

away from me. All I wanted to do was play with her! But 

she was moody and thought she ruled the house! 

Eventually we had to move out, Megan brought her own 

house because she had a baby boy called CJ with her 

boyfriend called Dale. I was a bit jealous to start off, as I 

thought I was her only baby but after all I am only a dog.  

 

I was quite naughty when I lived at George’s house! I ate 

their new sofa and chewed their carpet, I got into a lot of 

trouble! But I thought it was fun, it also helped with my 

new teeth! My jaws did ache a bit! However, Life in the 

new house is good, I’m allowed to even sleep in her bed! I 

wasn’t at George’s house, I was only allowed downstairs!  

 

My boss Megan,  is having another baby and it's going to 

be a Boy again but  CJ’s not that bad anyway, Dale is 

touching up the garden,  i’m excited for when it's done 

because i’m not aloud to go on as many walks now 

because of this coronavirus. I cannot wait until we’re out of 

this, all I seem to do at the moment is just sleep, eat and 

play! I do go in the garden and go on some walks now. 

Megan does go on facetime with her Mum a lot so i get to 

see Rob, Megan’s step dad and George and Jamie. So 

right now I am writing this diary on my bed. I know your 

thinking dogs can't write but I can.i will share some photos 

 
 

 
 

 

HUGO!!!!!!!!! 



of me, from when I was a pup to now! Meg used to like to dress me up as you can see! Do I 

look impressed???  

 

Anyway food time! Catch ya soon WOOF WOOF 

 

 
 

 

As you can tell, I 

hated a bath!!! 

Me and my mate CJ 



 
 

 
 

 
     

CJ likes to use me as a 

pillow!!! 

This was definitely 

my favourite spot 

in the garden 

Last of all! Me 

now doing what 

I do best!!!! 

SLEEP 


